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Splat and his class go on a field trip to an ice cream factory in this delectable I Can Read book from

New York Times bestselling author-artist Rob Scotton. Splat can barely sit still during the bus ride.

He&#39;s imagining the mountain of ice cream he thinks he&#39;ll get to eat! But when Splat gets

there, that mountain becomes more of an avalanche. It&#39;s up to Splat and his classmates to

save the day!Beginning readers will practice the â€“eam sound in this easy-to-read addition to the

Splat series. Splat the Cat: I Scream for Ice Cream is a Level One I Can Read book, which means

it&#39;s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
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Originally we rented this book in our local library. My toddler was instantly in love. 2 of her favorite

things together in the same story Ice cream and cats. The story is short enough to keep your 2 or 3

years old attention. We had read this many times. The pictures are so details according with the

story. We read this book over 30 times on the same week. And O can wait for our copy to arrive

from  so we can read this 100 times more...

Here comes Splat the Cat again but this time he and his friends are going to visit an ice cream



factory. After Splat, Plank, Spike, Kitten and Seymour (the mouse) loaded up on the yellow bus for

their field trip they got to the ice cream place where Mr. Jellybean met them at the door. They were

suppose to get a tour but he led them into a classroom with desks and chairs!Oh, No. As Mr.

Jellybean proceeded to tell the four cats about how ice cream was made, Splat got drowsy with

boredom and leaned against a button in the wall. Well, alarms went off and lights flashed. Ice cream

started pouring out of a huge pipe and flooded everything with delicious yummy goodness. The cats

started licking off all the ice cream and then realized that they couldn't find Seymour.They started

shoveling and shoveling the ice cream (and eating the ice cream) and calling for Seymour who had

found refuge on a beam and couldn't answer them because his mouth was full of whipped cream!

Because Splat, Plank, Spike and Kitten had done such a wonderful job of cleaning up the factory,

Mr. Jellybean offered them each a dish of ice cream......do you know what they said?????This is a

You Can Read book and a fun read for the beginning reader and I find that children like to have it

read to them, too. There is action and fun all around. This is based on the best selling books Rob

Scotten with the art work of Robert Eberz. who did a great job with the kitten's expressions. Now

looking forward to Splat's other adventures!

Splat the Cat is great. We have many of the Splat the Cat books. My son really enjoys reading these

with me. The story is fun and I really like how they have the word section at the beginning. I think

these have helped to improve his reading skills.

We picked this up at the library for my 3-year-old who loves cats. By the time we returned it, she

almost had it memorized and could "read" it to me! So yeah, she loved the story. I think there are

some words that will be challenging for a true beginning reader but it's great for reading together

and a fun, cute story!

My six -year-0ld grandson loves this series and continues to become more and more confident

because the I Can Read series is perfect for emergent readers.The books arrived promptly after I

ordered them and they were in excellent condition.

My son loves Splat the Cat books and this one did not disappoint

Great for early readers! My second grader enjoys this series :)



These books are awesome.Great for that little one that is learning to read.Although, I would have

liked to see the print just a bit bigger is some places.
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